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Abstract 

With the increased adoption of white-box cryptography in Host Card Emulation payment 

systems and in many DRM applications, evaluating the security of white-box cryptographic 

implementations is now more important than ever. Most commercial white-box 

implementations are designed to thwart the efforts of attackers that try to reverse engineer them 

while some contain integrity checks that are able to detect any changes made to the program 

binary. In this thesis, we demonstrate practical Differential Fault Analysis (DFA) attacks 

against white-box cryptographic implementations that do not require any reverse engineering 

effort by the attacker and are able to evade integrity checks by injecting the faults dynamically 

at run time. We achieve this by developing fault injection tools based on two Dynamic Binary 

Instrumentation frameworks, namely PIN and Valgrind. Dynamically injecting faults into 

publicly available white-box implementations using our tools and analysing the ciphertexts 

allowed us to easily recover the encryption keys used in the implementations. We expect that 

the tools introduced in this thesis will be adopted by white-box designers that wish to test if 

their implementations are secure against DFA attacks and by researchers that are looking into 

new methods of attacking white-box implementations. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The number of smartphone users around the world has dramatically increased over the past few 

years. It is forecasted that the number of smartphone users will further increase to about 2.87 

billion by the year 2020 [1]. The vast majority of these smartphones run on the Android 

operating system. Additionally, most of these smartphones are equipped with Near Field 

Communication (NFC) which opens up a lot of possibilities like payment, ticketing and loyalty 

programmes. NFC allows for short-range wireless communication between devices. NFC has 

three operating modes: reader/writer, peer-to–peer and card emulation. Of particular interest to 

us is the card emulation mode which allows a device equipped with NFC technology to emulate 

a smart card.   

Traditionally the cryptographic data and credentials required for authorization were stored in a 

tamper resistant secure element [3]. This secure element can be a dedicated chip on the 

smartphone, a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) card or a Secure Digital (SD) card. The 

signals from the NFC reader are first routed to the secure element for authorization before any 

transaction can occur.  

In November 2013 Google introduced support for Host Card Emulation (HCE) with the 

Android 4.4 operating system. This allows for host card emulation by any application running 

on the host CPU without the need for a secure element. In this case, the cryptographic 

credentials required for authorizing transactions can either be stored on the application or on a 

cloud server.  In the latter case the application needs to connect periodically or in real-time to 

the server to retrieve the credentials [2]. The introduction of HCE removes the need for NFC 

solutions providers to enter into commercial contract agreements with the manufacturers of 

secure elements [2]. HCE-enabled payment is increasingly being adopted by card payment 
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companies. Google has adopted it in their Google wallet payment platform and Visa and 

MasterCard have followed suit.  

The widespread adoption of a card emulation system that does not make use of a secure element 

raises a number of security issues.  As pointed out in [3], although the HCE-based services are 

protected by system permissions, a malware running on the device can still provide it with 

falsified data or tamper with it. It is also noted that sandboxing the HCE-based application does 

not help much if the device is rooted [3]. The most realistic attack model for an attacker to 

employ in this scenario is the white-box attack model which assumes that the attacker has 

complete control over the execution environment. The remaining sections of this chapter 

contain an overview of various attack models. Two well-known attacks against white-box 

cryptographic implementations are discussed. The objectives and the structure of the thesis are 

also mentioned. 

1.2 Attack models 

An attack model is a classification of cryptographic attacks based on the type of access the 

attacker has to the system under attack. The higher the level of access the attacker has to the 

system under attack, the easier it is for the attacker to gain information that can be used in 

recovering the cryptographic key.  

1.2.1 Black-box attack model 

In this model the attacker only has access to the input and output of the system. This usually 

means that the ciphertext and the plaintext can both be observed by the attacker. The attacker 

also knows the algorithm being executed. This is the classical security model and the one 

considered when designing a secure cipher. 

1.2.2 Grey-box attack model 

Cryptographic implementations on hardware have been observed to leak information to the 

environment. Information such as power consumption and execution time can be observed by 
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the attacker. This information can then be used by the attacker to recover the cryptographic 

key. Besides these non-invasive attacks, an attacker can also try to introduce a fault in the 

execution and then use the faulty result to derive (part of) the key. The grey-box attack model 

can be seen as a superset of the black-box model. An attacker in the grey-box attack model has 

all the capabilities that an attacker in the black-box attack model has. 

1.2.3 White-box attack model 

In this model the attacker is assumed to have full access to the execution environment. The 

attacker can inject faults statically into the binary or by instrumenting the code on the executing 

platform. The attacker may even try to disassemble the binary. This model allows for a lot of 

possibilities in the way the attack can be carried out. White-box implementations of 

cryptographic algorithms aim for protection in this severe white-box attack model. An attacker 

in the white-box attack model additionally possesses all the capabilities that an attacker in the 

grey-box attack model has. 

An example of this type of attack model is the HCE-based application we mentioned earlier. A 

malicious device owner may attempt to recover the cryptographic keys stored on his/her phone. 

The applications should be able to withstand attacks in a white-box setting since the keys are 

stored on the device. Two kinds of attacks that can be effectively applied to recover the keys 

in this setting are the Differential Computation analysis (DCA) and the Differential Fault 

Analysis (DFA).  

1.3 Attacks on the white-box model 

A number of attacks against white-box cryptographic implementations have been published in 

literature. White-box implementations of the Data Encryption Standard (DES) have been 

cryptanalyzed by Wyseur et al. [20]. A cryptanalysis of white-box implementations of the 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was presented by Billet et al. [21]. In contrast to 

cryptanalysis techniques that require knowledge of the implementation details of the white-box 

implementation, DCA and DFA do not require knowledge of the implementation details of the 

white-box implementation.   
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1.3.1 Differential Computation Analysis 

The DCA attack stems from DPA – a well-known side-channel attack used in hardware 

settings.  The major difference is that instead of collecting power traces as in the case of DPA, 

DCA uses traces of memory addresses being accessed. DCA can thus be seen as the software 

equivalent of DPA. DCA does not require knowledge of the inner workings of the white-box 

implementation. 

An in-depth explanation of how DCA attack works is provided in [4]. Examples of DCA 

attacks on white-box cryptographic implementations can be found in [4] and [5]. To implement 

a DCA attack we first have to choose where to target. Usually, the first or last round of block 

ciphers such as AES and DES are targeted. Random plain texts are then fed to the white-box 

algorithm and the output ciphertexts are recorded. The memory addresses being accessed 

during execution are also recorded. A guess of parts of the key is made (A byte of the key in 

the case of AES and 6 bits of the key in the case of DES). Using this guess and the ciphertext 

(or plaintext) we can then compute the state in the last round (or the first round). We do this 

for all the ciphertexts. We then sort these computed states using a predetermined criterion. An 

example could be sorting them depending on whether the most significant bit is 1 or 0. We now 

have two sets of states. One set in which the most significant bit of the states is 0 and another 

set in which the most significant bit is 1. The mean of the memory traces of each set is then 

computed. The difference of means is computed afterwards. The resulting difference of means 

with the highest peak should result in the right key byte (6 bits of the key in the case of DES) 

guess. We do the same for all parts of the round key and eventually we reconstruct the round 

key. For AES the original encryption key is gotten from the round key by simply reversing the 

key scheduling algorithm. In the case of DES, we are left with some entropy after reversing the 

key scheduling algorithm. We either use a brute force attack to obtain the remaining bits of the 

main key or we iterate the attack to the previous round.  

1.3.2 Differential Fault Analysis 

The idea behind DFA is that the attacker injects faults at specific points during the execution 

of the white-box algorithm. Faulty and correct outputs are analysed and compared in order to 
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determine the encryption key. An explanation of the principles of DFA attacks on AES and 

DES, together with examples of implemented attacks can be found in [5] as well as in section 

2.4 of this thesis.  

A typical approach is to first run the white-box executable and collect traces of memory 

addresses being accessed. These traces are visualised in order to find the right place to attack. 

In the case of AES, a single fault is usually injected before the last MixColumns operation.  

The resulting output should only have 4 bytes modified. A system of mathematical equations 

can then be used to represent each faulty byte. The solution to these equations can be used to 

obtain parts of the round key. This process can be repeated to obtain the other sub-keys and 

subsequently the last round key. The original AES key can then be calculated from the last 

round key.  

1.4 Objectives of the thesis 

The focus of this master thesis will be on DFA. More specifically, this master thesis aims to: 

• Provide a thorough discussion of differential fault analysis as applied to white-box 

cryptographic implementations. 

• Implement two software fault injection plugins for Valgrind and PIN. The tools should 

provide the attacker with a number of injection modes to choose from.  

• Implement a software program for analysing the outputs of fault injection attacks on 

white-box implementations and extracting the key from these outputs. This program 

should be used for extracting the cryptographic keys from publicly available software 

implementations of white-box cryptographic algorithms.  

• Investigate to see if there is any relationship between the choice of injection mode 

employed by the attacker and the ease with which the white-box implementation is 

broken. 
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1.5 Structure of the thesis 

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief description of block 

ciphers and describes a method of transforming them into white-box cryptographic 

implementations. The mechanisms of DFA attacks against white-box implementations are also 

explained. Chapter 3 introduces GalactusPIN and GalactusValgrind; two software tools for 

dynamically injecting software faults. Chapter 4 presents the results of using our tools to attack 

publicly available white-box challenges. In Chapter 5, we discuss the results obtained from 

Chapter 4, propose some counter measures against such attacks and conclude by suggesting 

some future research directions. 
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Chapter 2 White-Box Cryptography: Techniques 

and Attacks 

2.1 Introduction 

The classical model used to explain cryptography involves two parties that wish to exchange 

confidential messages. These two parties are traditionally denoted as Alice and Bob. An 

adversary whose main aim is to find out what is being exchanged sits between the two parties. 

The adversary is traditionally denoted as Eve. Figure 2.1 provides an illustration of this 

scenario. Alice encrypts the message (also called plaintext) she wants to send with a secret key 

and then sends the encrypted message to Bob. This encrypted message is usually called the 

ciphertext. Bob receives the ciphertext and then decrypts it using the same key. Eve is able to 

intercept the ciphertext but is unable to decrypt it because the secret key is unknown to her. 

According to Kerchoff’s principle this cipher should be secure even if all the design details are 

public and only the key is unknown to the attacker. This implies that the encryption and 

decryption algorithms used by Alice and Bob should be public and known to Eve. This type of 

model is known as the black-box model. 

 

Figure 2.1 Black-box threat model 

Encryption / 
Decryption 

Plaintext / Ciphertext Ciphertext / Plaintext 
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The scenario illustrated above implies that the secret key has already been shared beforehand 

between the two communicating parties. This type of cipher is known as a symmetric cipher. 

This is the type of cipher we are going to focus on in this thesis. Examples of this type of cipher 

include the Data Encryption Standard (DES) and the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). In 

contrast to symmetric ciphers, the secret key in Asymmetric ciphers does not have to be shared 

beforehand. Each communicating party has a private encryption key and a corresponding 

public key. Anybody can encrypt a message with a public key but only the owner of the 

corresponding private key can decrypt the message. Examples include RSA [22] and ECC [23]. 

The example we have seen so far is based on the assumption that the sender and receiver are 

trusted parties and that the adversary is a third party. What happens when one of the 

communicating parties is the adversary?  

 

                                       Figure 2.2 White-box threat model 

Going back to our earlier example, suppose that instead of Alice we have a cable TV company 

that provides subscription based services to its customers as the sending party. Let us assume 

that Bob is a customer of this cable TV company. Bob has a set-top box issued to him by the 

company. He pays a monthly subscription fee for the TV channels he receives. His set-top box 

works by receiving encrypted TV signals and then decrypting them. Bob may choose to recover 

the secret key from his set-top box and then use it to authorize others so that they can watch 

the encrypted channels for free without paying the cable company. Because Bob has direct 

access to the software and hardware of the set-top box, there are limitless possibilities for the 
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kind of attack he may choose to mount. He may reverse engineer the binary, instrument the 

execution binary and recover the keys during execution or even perform a static analysis on 

the binary to recover the key. These are attacks that may not have been possible for a third-

party adversary (Eve in our case) to carry out. This type of threat model in which the attacker 

has full access to the execution environment is known as the white-box model.  

Besides the black-box model and the white-box model there is also the grey-box model. It has 

been observed that cryptographic implementations sometimes leak key dependent information. 

In this threat model, an attacker collects information such as power consumption, execution 

time and electro-magnetic radiation from the cryptographic implementation and uses this 

information to recover the cryptographic key. An attacker can also inject faults or try to modify 

the execution environment by for example overclocking the CPU. 

 

                                       Figure 2.3 Grey-box threat model 

In their seminal paper “White-box cryptography and an AES implementation” [6] which was 

published in 2002, Chow et al. introduced and popularized the term white-box. The objective 

of the original Chow implementation was to provide [7] “… an obfuscation technique intended 

to implement cryptographic primitives in such a way, that even an adversary who has full 

access to the implementation and its execution platform, is unable to extract key information.” 

Wyseur in his PhD thesis [7] published in 2009 noted that the Chow definition was not all 

encompassing as adversaries often target other weak areas of the application.  In some cases, 

it may not be necessary to recover the secret key. Code lifting can be used to isolate the 
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cryptographic code and this might be sufficient for an attacker to achieve his aim. Several 

authors have since looked into better definitions of what interesting objectives of a white-box 

implementation are [7], [11], and [12]. 

A method of transforming cryptographic implementations into white-box implementations was 

proposed by Chow et al. in [6]. The first step is to embed the cryptographic key in the algorithm. 

This usually involves embedding the key into the S-box operations. The next step is to 

transform all the operations of the cipher into lookup tables. This is not enough to deter an 

attacker as the lookup tables can be analysed and the key recovered from them. To protect 

against this, the lookup tables have to be randomised. This is done by using internal encodings. 

Internal encodings frustrate the attacker by forcing them to perform a large number of analyses 

in order to get any useful information. With encodings, it is hard to glean information from any 

table by studying only that table. In addition to internal encodings, external encodings can be 

further applied to protect the white-box implementation. In fact, applying external encodings 

is recommended by Chow et al. When external encodings are applied, the input to the white-

box algorithm is encoded. The output of the white-box algorithm is thus an encoded version of 

the ciphertext. Applying external encodings ensures that the raw plaintext and ciphertext are 

never available to the attacker thereby frustrating analysis.  

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. We begin by explaining what block ciphers 

are. Two block ciphers namely – DES and AES are then considered in detail. We explain how 

to transform these ciphers into their white-box equivalents. The last part of the chapter is 

devoted to DFA - a successful attack that can be mounted against white-box implementations. 

We explain in detail how DFA attacks can be mounted against white-box DES and AES 

implementations. 

2.2 Block ciphers 

Symmetric ciphers can be classified into two main groups – block ciphers and stream ciphers. 

Block ciphers operate on a fixed length input and produce a fixed length output. This is in 

contrast with stream ciphers that encrypt one bit at a time and do not have a fixed length input. 
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Block ciphers typically consist of a pair of cryptographic algorithms – an encryption algorithm 

and a decryption algorithm.  

Modern block cipher design is based on the idea of product ciphers presented by Shannon in 

[9]. Product ciphers consist of several rounds of simple operations like substitution and 

permutation. Although the individual operations do not provide much security, they are 

combined in such a way that the resulting ciphertext is resilient against cryptoanalysis. A 

popular type of block ciphers are the Substitution-linear transformation ciphers.  

Substitution-linear transformation networks (SLN).  An SLN cipher round involves three 

main operations: key addition, Substitution boxes (S-boxes) and Permutation boxes (P-boxes). 

The round key used for each round is derived from the main key using a key scheduling 

algorithm. At the beginning of each round the input to the round is combined with the round 

key. The output of this combination is split into chunks which are then fed into S-boxes. An S-

box simply substitutes a group of bits with another group of bits. They are usually implemented 

as lookup tables. The outputs of the S-boxes are then permuted using P-boxes. A P-box simply 

takes the outputs of the S-boxes of one round and permutes them. These operations are repeated 

for each round. There is an additional add round key operation after the final round. The 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is an example of an SLN cipher.  

Feistel ciphers. Feistel ciphers are a special case of Substitution-linear transformation 

networks. A single round of a Feistel cipher typically involves splitting the input block into 

two halves, performing the round operation on one half of the input block and then XORing 

the output with the other half. The round operation is performed using a sub-key derived from 

the original key using a key scheduling algorithm. At the end of each round the two halves are 

swapped. Figure 2.3 illustrates this procedure. The Data Encryption Standard (DES) is an 

example of a Feistel cipher. 
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Figure 2.4 A single round of a Feistel cipher 

2.2.1 Data Encryption Standard 

The algorithm takes a 64-bit plaintext and a 56-bit key as inputs. For each round, a smaller 48-

bit round key is generated from the main key using a key scheduling algorithm and used for 

that round. DES algorithm involves sixteen identical rounds. There is an initial permutation of 

the input bits before the first round and a final permutation of the output bits after the last round. 

The final permutation is the inverse of the input permutation. The input plaintext is split into 

left and right halves with each half containing 32 bits. The right half is fed as input to the Feistel 

function and the output is XORed with the left half. The two halves are then swapped at the 

end of each round.  

The Feistel function. In the Feistel function, the 32-bit right half of the input plaintext is first 

expanded to 48 bits by duplicating half of the bits. This 48-bit value is then XORed with the 

round key. The result of this combination is then split into 6-bit values. These 6-bit values serve 

as input to the eight S-boxes. The S-boxes map each 6-bit value to a corresponding 4-bit value. 

The resulting 32-bit output is then permuted by P-boxes. The S-boxes and P-boxes primarily 
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serve to satisfy Shannon’s diffusion and confusion criteria. Diffusion means that any change in 

the input plaintext should be well reflected in the output ciphertext and vice versa i.e., if a bit 

of the plaintext is changed there should be a 50% probability of each bit of the ciphertext 

changing as well and if a bit of the ciphertext is changed there should be a 50% probability of 

each bit of the plaintext changing as well. This change should obviously affect the intermediate 

states as well. Confusion means that the relationship between the key and the plaintext should 

be concealed. This serves to prevent an attacker from mounting an attack by comparing the 

output ciphertext with the input plaintext.  

                        

 
Figure 2.5 DES rounds 
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2.2.2 Advanced Encryption Standard 

AES has a fixed block size of 128 bits and a variable key size of 128, 192 or 256 bits. The 

number of rounds depends on the size of the key with the 128-bit, 192-bit and 256-bit key 

variants having 10, 12 and 14 rounds respectively. AES operations are carried out on a 4x4 

byte matrix known as the state. Each round consists of 4 main operations – SubBytes, 

ShiftRows, MixCoulmns and AddRoundKey. The MixColumns operation is excluded from the 

final round and there is an initial AddRoundKey step before the first round.  

In the SubBytes step, all the 16 bytes of the state are substituted with a corresponding S-box 

value. The ShiftRows step involves a cyclical shift of the bytes in the last three rows of the 

state matrix. The bytes in the second row are shifted one place to the left while the bytes in the 

third and fourth rows are shifted two and three places to the left respectively. The MixColumns 

operation is done to mix the four bytes of a column in the state matrix. Each column of the state 

matrix is multiplied with a constant 4x4 byte matrix and the result of this multiplication is then 

used to replace the bytes of the column. The matrix multiplication is done by multiplying and 

adding the corresponding entries of each matrix. Addition here is done using the XOR 

operation. In the AddRoundKey step the 16-byte round key derived from the main key using a 

key scheduling algorithm is XORed with the 16-byte state.  

2.3 Transforming block ciphers into white-box implementations 

Different ways of transforming a block cipher into a white-box implementation have been 

described in several papers. Chow et al. described a way of transforming an AES cipher into a 

white-box implementation in [6]. A follow up paper [10] by the same authors showed a method 

of transforming a DES cipher into a white-box implementation.  

The description in this section is based on the tutorial presented in [9] which describes the 

method proposed by Chow et al. for transforming an AES into a white-box implementation. 

The first step is to embed the key into the algorithm. This is done by combining the 

AddRoundKey and the SubBytes into so-called T-boxes. For rounds 1 to 9, the results of the 

T-boxes are input into the MixColumns transformation. There are 16 T-boxes in each round.  
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Let us denote the 4 elements of the first column of the state gotten after the T-box operations 

as !", !$, 		!&	and !'. We multiply every element of the first column of the MixColumns matrix 

by !". Similarly every element of the second, third and fourth columns of the MixColumns 

matrix are multiplied by !$,, !&	 and !' respectively. The results are then XORed together. The 

resulting composed function is implemented using lookup tables. This process is then repeated 

using the same MixColumns matrix, for the other columns of the state gotten after the T-box 

operations. 

Since according to Kerchoff’s principle the implementation of the whole algorithm should be 

public, an attacker can still extract the key by analysing the lookup tables. More should be done 

to protect the lookup tables implementing the composition of the T-boxes with the 

MixColumns. Input and output encodings are used to protect the tables. Suppose we have two 

consecutive tables R ○  T, where the output of T feeds into R. To protect T and R, encodings 

are applied to them thereby forming new tables 

                                                           	() = +	 ○ T	 ○ 	./$  and 

0) = ℎ	 ○ R	 ○ 	+/$ 

The input decoding of table T is ./$ and the output encoding is g. Similarly, the input decoding 

of table R is +/$ and the output encoding is h. The encodings are picked in such a way that the 

input decoding of R cancels out the output encoding of T. An attacker trying to obtain 

information from Table T is thus forced to also analyse table R before they can gain more 

information.        

External encodings can also be applied to the input and output of the white-box. This means 

that the input to the white-box algorithm is in encoded form and the output ciphertext is also 

encoded. Encoding the input plaintext and the output ciphertext requires that the program 

inputting the plaintext to the white-box algorithm and the white-box algorithm are in agreement 

as to what kind of encoding to use. Similarly, the program consuming the output ciphertext 

produced by the white-box algorithm has to know what type of encoding the white-box uses. 

This makes implementing white-boxes with external encodings a cumbersome process and in 

many practical situations impossible.   
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2.4 Attacking white-box implementations using Differential 

Fault Analysis 

To apply DFA to a block cipher, an attacker injects faults into the cipher while it is executing 

(or statically in the program binary before execution starts). Usually faults are injected into one 

of the later rounds of the algorithm. This causes the block cipher to output a wrong ciphertext. 

This process is repeated several times until the attacker has enough wrong ciphertexts to build 

a model of the faults. The wrong ciphertexts are compared with the correct ones and an analysis 

is done to recover the secret key. 

Applying DFA to white-box implementations involve a similar process. Memory traces of the 

white-box are taken during its execution. The memory traces are then visualized to pinpoint 

the memory regions where the encryption algorithm is taking place. Faults are then injected 

into these memory regions. The wrong ciphertexts are used to build a model of the faults. Using 

a system of equations, they are then compared with the correct ones and analysed to extract the 

secret key. Further information on how to obtain memory traces from white-box 

implementations can be found in [4] and [5]. 

Differential Fault Analysis was first applied to block ciphers by Biham et al. [16]. Their work 

show how DFA can be applied to a DES block cipher. Jacob et al. [14] were able to successfully 

mount a DFA attack on a white-box DES implementation. Their attack exploited the fact that 

the boundaries of the rounds were identifiable and that the intermediate results were not 

strongly protected against tampering. Examples of DFA attacks on AES abound in literature. 

Tunstall et al. [13] proposed a two step algorithm for extracting the secret key from an AES 

implementation by applying a single random fault towards the input of the eighth round. 

Another DFA attack on AES that works by injecting a single byte fault between the last two 

MixColumns operations was presented by Dusart et al. in [15]. 

2.4.1 Differential Fault Analysis of DES 

An example of a DFA attack on DES is provided in this section. The explanation and equations 

below are cited and summarized from [5]. 
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Recall that in DES the plaintext is split into two halves of 32 bits each. The right half is input 

into the Feistel function. The output of the Feistel function is XORed with the left half. At the 

end of the round the two halves are swapped. This process is repeated for each of the sixteen 

rounds. Recall also that a 48-bit round key is derived from the main key. This 48-bit round key 

is XORed with the 48-bit input text and the result is split into chunks of 6 bits that serve as 

inputs to the S-boxes. 

We start by recovering the last round key 3$4. To do this, we have to inject faults into the 

execution of round 15. By comparing the faulty and correct outputs we can come up with the 

following two equations. 

                                                        0$4 = 5(0$7, 3$4) ⊕ 9$7 

                                                       0)$4 = 5(0)$7, 3$4) ⊕ 9$7 

 

Figure 2.8 Rounds 15 and 16 of DES  
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We can then combine the two equations to eliminate 9$7, leaving 3$4 as the only unknown 

variable.  

                                            0$4  ⊕ 0)$4 = 5(0$7, 3$4) ⊕ 5(0)$7, 3$4) 

Recall that the round key is combined with the input and then fed into the s-boxes in chunks of 

six bits. We can exploit this behaviour to recover the round key in chunks of six bits. Instead 

of making a 48-bit key guess we now only have to make a 6-bit key guess at a time. To do this 

we combine the faulty right hand output of round 15 (0)$7) with a 6-bit key guess and perform 

an S-box table lookup. We do the same thing for the correct right hand output of round 15 

(0$7). The results obtained from the lookup are then XORed. This result is then compared with 

a XOR of the faulty and and correct ciphertexts. This process is repeated for each S-box. 

                           :/$(0$4  ⊕ 0)$4) = ;<(=<(0$7)⊕3$4<)  ⊕ ;<(=<(0)$7)⊕3$4<) 

E and P in the above equation represent the expansion and permutation steps of the Feistel 

function.  

Solving the equation above will usually result in a number of candidate sub-keys that satisfy 

the equation. To remedy this, the process is repeated a number of times, injecting a new fault 

each time. During each iteration, the candidate sub-keys that satisfy the equation are assigned 

a point. The point for each candidate sub-key is increased each time it satisfies the equation. 

At the end, the sub-keys are ranked according to the number of points they have. The correct 

sub-keys will be the ones having the highest number of points. 

Once the last round key has been recovered we can then proceed in either of two ways. Since 

the round key contains 48 bits out of the 56 bits of the main key, we can try to guess the 

remaining 8 bits. This will give 2? = 256 possibilities. Alternatively, we can iterate the attack 

to the previous round. For example, we can try to recover the round key of round 15 by injecting 

a fault in round 14.  
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2.4.2 Differential Fault Analysis of AES 

We will use an example similar to the one presented in [5] to illustrate how a DFA attack on 

AES works. For the purpose of this explanation we will restrict ourselves to AES-128. The 

attack on AES-128 recovers the last round key. The main key is then computed from the last 

round key by reversing the key scheduling algorithm. For AES-192 and AES-256 the last round 

key is not sufficient. The round keys of the last two rounds are needed to compute the main 

key. A detailed description of the example used here can be found in [5] and [15]. 

The diagram below shows how a fault injected just before the MixColumns operation of the 

9th round is propagated through the state matrix. The fault propagation is highlighted in grey. 

A description of the AES rounds is given in section 2.2.2. 

                               The state matrix after the ShiftRows operation of round 9 

                                                       

B = C D
E 5 F G
H I 3 J
K L 9 :

                                            

        

 

                           A single byte fault injected before the MixColumns operation         

! = C D
E 5 F G
H I 3 J
K L 9 :

 

Recall that during the MixColumns operation each column of the state matrix is multiplied by 

a constant 4x4 matrix. 

                                               After MixColumns of round 9 

2!⨁3E⨁H⨁K 2=⨁35⨁I⨁L 2C⨁3F⨁3⨁9 2D⨁3G⨁J⨁:
!⨁2E⨁3H⨁K =⨁25⨁3I⨁L C⨁2F⨁33⨁9 D⨁2G⨁3J⨁:
!⨁E⨁2H⨁3K =⨁5⨁2I⨁3L C⨁F⨁23⨁39 D⨁G⨁2J⨁3:
3!⨁E⨁H⨁2K 3=⨁5⨁I⨁2L 3C⨁F⨁3⨁29 3D⨁G⨁J⨁2:
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                                              After AddRoundKey of round 9  

2!⨁3E⨁H⨁K⨁3O," 2=⨁35⨁I⨁L⨁3O,P 2C⨁3F⨁3⨁9⨁3O,? 2D⨁3G⨁J⨁:⨁3O,$&
!⨁2E⨁3H⨁K⨁3O,$ =⨁25⨁3I⨁L⨁3O,7 C⨁2F⨁33⨁9⨁3O,O D⨁2G⨁3J⨁:⨁3O,$'
!⨁E⨁2H⨁3K⨁3O,& =⨁5⨁2I⨁3L⨁3O,4 C⨁F⨁23⨁39⨁3O,$" D⨁G⨁2J⨁3:⨁3O,$P
3!⨁E⨁H⨁2K⨁3O,' 3=⨁5⨁I⨁2L⨁3O,Q 3C⨁F⨁3⨁29⨁3O,$$ 3D⨁G⨁J⨁2:⨁3O,$7

 

                                                 After SubBytes of round 10  

;(2!⨁3E⨁H⨁K⨁3O,") ;(2=⨁35⨁I⨁L⨁3O,P) ;(2C⨁3F⨁3⨁9⨁3O,?) ;(2D⨁3G⨁J⨁:⨁3O,$&)
;(!⨁2E⨁3H⨁K⨁3O,$) ;(=⨁25⨁3I⨁L⨁3O,7) ;(C⨁2F⨁33⨁9⨁3O,O) ;(D⨁2G⨁3J⨁:⨁3O,$')
;(!⨁E⨁2H⨁3K⨁3O,&) ;(=⨁5⨁2I⨁3L⨁3O,4) ;(C⨁F⨁23⨁39⨁3O,$") ;(D⨁G⨁2J⨁3:⨁3O,$P)
;(3!⨁E⨁H⨁2K⨁3O,') ;(3=⨁5⨁I⨁2L⨁3O,Q) ;(3C⨁F⨁3⨁29⨁3O,$$) ;(3D⨁G⨁J⨁2:⨁3O,$7)

 

                                             After ShiftRows of round 10  

;(2!⨁3E⨁H⨁K⨁3O,") ;(2=⨁35⨁I⨁L⨁3O,P) ;(2C⨁3F⨁3⨁9⨁3O,?) ;(2D⨁3G⨁J⨁:⨁3O,$&)
;(=⨁25⨁3I⨁L⨁3O,7) ;(C⨁2F⨁33⨁9⨁3O,O) ;(D⨁2G⨁3J⨁:⨁3O,$') ;(!⨁2E⨁3H⨁K⨁3O,$)
;(C⨁F⨁23⨁39⨁3O,$") ;(D⨁G⨁2J⨁3:⨁3O,$P) ;(!⨁E⨁2H⨁3K⨁3O,&) ;(=⨁5⨁2I⨁3L⨁3O,4)
;(3D⨁G⨁J⨁2:⨁3O,$7) ;(3!⨁E⨁H⨁2K⨁3O,') ;(3=⨁5⨁I⨁2L⨁3O,Q) ;(3C⨁F⨁3⨁29⨁3O,$$)

 

                                               After AddRoundKey 3$" (Output with faults) 

;(2!⨁3E⨁H⨁K⨁3O,")⨁R$"," ;(2=⨁35⨁I⨁L⨁3O,P)⨁R$",P ;(2C⨁3F⨁3⨁9⨁3O,?)⨁R$",? ;(2D⨁3G⨁J⨁:⨁3O,$&)⨁R$",$&
;(=⨁25⨁3I⨁L⨁3O,7)⨁R$",$ ;(C⨁2F⨁33⨁9⨁3O,O)⨁R$",7 ;(D⨁2G⨁3J⨁:⨁3O,$')⨁R$",O ;(!⨁2E⨁3H⨁K⨁3O,$)⨁R$",$'
;(C⨁F⨁23⨁39⨁3O,$")⨁R$",& ;(D⨁G⨁2J⨁3:⨁3O,$P)⨁R$",4 ;(!⨁E⨁2H⨁3K⨁3O,&)⨁R$",$" ;(=⨁5⨁2I⨁3L⨁3O,4)⨁R$",$P
;(3D⨁G⨁J⨁2:⨁3O,$7)⨁R$",' ;(3!⨁E⨁H⨁2K⨁3O,')⨁R$",Q ;(3=⨁5⨁I⨁2L⨁3O,Q)⨁R$",$$ ;(3C⨁F⨁3⨁29⨁3O,$$)⨁R$",$7

  

For the first byte of the output we can write the following equations for the correct and faulty 

outputs respectively:                            ; 2B⨁3E⨁H⨁K⨁3O," ⨁R$","= JSTUST" 

                                                             ; 2!⨁3E⨁H⨁K⨁3O," ⨁R$","= JSTUST")  

We can rewrite the two equations as 			2B⨁3E⨁H⨁K⨁3O,"  =  ;/$ (JSTUST" ⨁	R$",") 

                                                             2!⨁3E⨁H⨁K⨁3O,"  =  ;/$ (JSTUST")⨁	R$",") 

Taking the XOR of the two equations we obtain     

												                                 2(A⨁!) =  ;/$ (JSTUST" ⨁	R$",") ⨁		;/$	(JSTUST")⨁	R$",") 

A is the original byte state of round 9. X is the faulty byte state of round 9. Let us assume that 

the faulty state X was obtained by XORing the contents of the original byte state A with a 

known fault E i.e., X = A ⨁ E. We can then rewrite the equation above as  
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                                  2(A⨁B⨁=) =  ;/$ (JSTUST" ⨁	R$",") ⨁		;/$	(JSTUST")⨁	R$",") 

Simplifying this equation gives us: 

                               2(=) =  ;/$ (JSTUST" ⨁	R$",") ⨁		;/$	(JSTUST")⨁	R$",") 

Just like in DES solving this equation will provide us with a number of candidate key bytes. 

We can iterate the process by injecting different faults and plugging the output into the equation 

until we are left with a unique key byte value that satisfies the equation.  

Similar equations can be written for each of the four faulty bytes. The corresponding key byte 

values can be gotten by solving the equations as explained above. Injecting a single fault in the 

first byte of the first column allows us to get 4 key byte values namely: 3O," , 3O,$	, 3O,&	and  

3O,'. The other key byte values can be gotten by injecting faults in the other columns.  
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Chapter 3 Software Tools for DFA Attacks on 

White-box Implementations 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces GalactusValgrind and GalactusPIN, which are two fault injection tools 

we built for attacking white-box implementations of cryptographic algorithms. We start by 

explaining the concept of dynamic binary instrumentation.  We then compare two popular 

binary instrumentation frameworks – PIN and Valgrind. The tools we built are based on these 

frameworks. We introduce GalactusValgrind and GalactusPIN in sections 3.4 and 3.5 

respectively. We explain how to install them and how they can be used for injecting faults into 

white-box cryptographic implementations. 

3.2 Dynamic Binary Instrumentation 

Program analysis can be classified into four main categories, namely: static source analysis, 

static binary analysis, dynamic source analysis and dynamic binary analysis [17]. Static 

analysis refers to analyzing the code without executing it. The source code or compiled 

machine code can be analyzed without actually running the code. Dynamic analysis refers to 

analyzing the code while it is being executed. Source analysis means that the source code is 

analyzed rather than the compiled binary. Binary analysis refers to analyzing the compiled 

binary.   

Analysis code refers to “any code added to a program for the purpose of doing dynamic 

analysis” [17]. When analysis code is added to a program, we say that the code has been 

instrumented. Two ways of adding the analysis code used during dynamic binary analysis can 

be distinguished [17]. Static binary instrumentation adds the analysis code before the binary is 

executed. Dynamic binary instrumentation adds analysis code as the binary is being executed. 
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Adding analysis code on the fly to an executing binary can be a very tedious task. Dynamic 

Binary Instrumentation frameworks exist to mitigate this problem. Our fault injection tools are 

based on two widely used Dynamic Binary Instrumentation frameworks: Valgrind [18] and 

PIN [19]. 

3.3 Valgrind vs PIN 

Valgrind and PIN are two very popular Dynamic Binary Instrumentation frameworks. Valgrind 

was originally developed by Julian Seward as a memory debugging tool. The core has since 

been redesigned to support modular components. This makes it possible for other tools to be 

built on top of the Valgrind core. Valgrind tools are used by developers of various open-source 

projects like Firefox and OpenOffice.  PIN was built by developers at Intel. It is also very 

widely used and many tools have been built on top of the PIN core. In this section a comparison 

of the features of PIN and Valgrind is made. We refer to [17], [18] and [19] for a detailed 

description of Valgrind and PIN. The comparison we make here is based on information 

gleaned from the main Valgrind and PIN papers, [18] and [19].  

Support for shadow values. Tools that support shadow values “... shadow purely in software 

every register or memory value with another value that says something about it” [18].  This 

means that for each register or memory value an equivalent shadow value is created which 

provides information about the register or memory value. A number of requirements for 

successfully implementing shadow values support are identified in [18]. PIN and Valgrind both 

provide support for shadow values. PIN’s support for shadow values is however not as 

extensive as that of Valgrind. Full support for shadow values in Valgrind means that Valgrind 

tools run considerably slower than PIN tools. PIN is 3.3x faster than Valgrind [19].  

Heavyweight tools and lightweight tools. Full support for shadow values by Valgrind means 

that some complex tools can be built with Valgrind that may be otherwise impossible to be 

built using PIN [18]. Building lightweight tools with Valgrind may be an overkill as the tools 

will run considerably slower. Valgrind is more suitable for heavyweight tools. PIN on the other 

hand is more suitable for lightweight tools because of the gains in execution speed.  
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Licence. PIN is only available under a proprietary licence. It is free to download and use but 

modifying and redistributing it is prohibited. The whole Valgrind code base including the core 

and example tools are available under a GNU General Public Licence which allows ample 

freedom for modification and redistribution.  

Ease of writing tools. PIN supports writing tools in either C or C++. Valgrind however only 

has support for the C programming language. Writing simple tools is easier in PIN. A simple 

tool for tracing memory addresses requires about 100 lines of codes in Valgrind compared to 

only about 30 lines of code required for a similar tool in PIN [18].  

Representation of code. Valgrind and PIN use different methods to represent the code of the 

client process they are running. Valgrind uses disassemble and resynthesize [18]. Machine code 

is first converted to an intermediate representation (IR). The IR is used internally by Valgrind 

to represent code. Analysis code is added to the IR before converting it back to machine code. 

PIN uses copy and annotate [18]. The machine code is not converted into an IR rather it is 

copied without being modified and then annotated with a description of its effects. Analysis 

code is added to the original code without any conversion to an IR.  

Support for different operating systems. PIN and Valgrind both support a wide range of 

operating systems including Android, MacOSX and Linux. Unlike PIN which fully supports 

the Windows operating system, the current version of Valgrind does not support the Windows 

operating system. Valgrind provides support for Solaris while PIN does not support it.  

3.4 GalactusValgrind 

3.4.1 Introduction 

GalactusValgrind is a Valgrind tool (plugin) which is used for software fault injection. Support 

is limited to platforms supported by Valgrind. The current version of the program takes as an 

input a memory address or a list of comma separated range of addresses where the fault should 

be injected. The program has three fault injection modes. The default behaviour of the program 

is to toggle a random bit at the memory address specified. Optionally the exact bit to be toggled 
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can be specified by the user. The user also has the option of entering a value that will replace 

the contents of the specified memory address. The tool works by instrumenting the specified 

program and monitoring all reads from memory. If a read to the specified memory address (or 

to an address that falls within the range of addresses specified) is encountered, the program 

injects a fault into the data being read from the memory address. As mentioned earlier, this 

fault can be injected by flipping a random bit in the contents of the memory address, flipping 

a bit specified by the user or replacing the contents of the address entirely with a new value 

specified by the user.  

Usage Examples 

 

The first command invokes the tool and tells it to instrument the date program and monitor the 

reads to memory. If a read from the memory address ffefffcd0 is encountered a fault is injected 

into the contents of the memory address before it is read. Since no other parameters are 

specified, a random bit is toggled in the contents of that address. The second command works 

similarly to the first one but instead of specifying a particular memory address, a range of 

addresses is specified. If a read to a memory address falling within the specified range is 

encountered a random bit in the contents of that address is flipped before the contents are read. 

The third command allows the user to specify the exact bit to flip. In this case the third bit 

(counting from the left) is flipped just as the user specified. Note that we start counting from 0 

so ‘–-injection=2’ flips the third bit and not the second bit. The fourth command allows the 

user to specify a value (character, integer etc.) that will be used to replace the contents of the 

memory address. In this case, the contents of the specified memory address are replaced with 

the value 0. The fifth command allows us to run the program without injecting any faults. This 

option is very useful while performing DFA as we often require a correct ciphertext to compare 

with the faulty ciphertexts. In some cases, the address where we want to inject our fault may 
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be used multiple times in different parts of the program. The sixth command allows us to 

pinpoint the exact moment in the execution of the program to inject the fault. The command 

tells the tool to trace the binary using the address range specified by --binaryfilter. A counter 

is used to keep track of the execution. Each time the tool encounters an address that falls within 

the range of addresses specified by the --binaryfilter option, it increases the counter. It only 

injects the fault when the counter is greater than or equal to the number specified by the --

interval option. The --e=1 option in the 7th command is used when we want to evade checks 

by programs that are designed to detect fault injection. A common approach used by such 

programs is to calculate the hash of the lookup tables and store it in memory. The hash of the 

lookup tables is calculated again just before outputting the ciphertext and compared with the 

previously calculated hash. If they differ, it means that the lookup tables have been modified. 

The program can then output an error message instead of the faulty ciphertext. Recall that we 

inject a fault into the contents of a memory address just before the contents of that address are 

read. We circumvent the above mentioned checks by saving the memory address where our 

fault is injected and checking all subsequent reads from memory to see if the program is trying 

to read from the saved address again. If we detect that the program is trying to read from the 

saved address again, we first remove the fault we injected into that address before allowing the 

program to read from it.  

3.4.2 Installing GalactusValgrind 

Since GalactusValgrind is a Valgrind tool we start by installing Valgrind.  

Download and extract Valgrind using the following commands: 

 

Download the source files for GalactusValgrind. The source files for the tool have to be copied 

inside the Valgrind folder and a few configuration files have to be modified. These 

modifications are described in patch file provided for Valgrind 3.12.0. Below is the full list of 
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commands required to compile it. You can use a different installation prefix than /usr (using 

/usr will overwrite an already existing installation of Valgrind), the default being /usr/local.  

 

Once GalactusValgrind is installed you can use any of the commands from section 3.4.1 to test 

that it is working.  

3.5 GalactusPIN 

3.5.1 Introduction 

GalactusPIN is a PIN-based software fault injection tool. It works by instrumenting the 

program specified by the user and monitoring reads from memory addresses. If a read to a 

memory address entered by the user is encountered it injects a fault into the data being read 

from the memory address. A memory address or a range of memory addresses can be entered. 

When a range of memory addresses is specified, a fault will be injected when there is a read to 

any memory address that is within the range of addresses. There are three injection modes. The 

default behaviour is to flip a random bit in the contents of the specified memory address. A 

user can also wish to indicate the exact bit that will be flipped. Alternatively, a user can enter 

a value that will be used to replace the contents of the specified memory address. 
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Usage Examples 

 

The first command invokes the tool, telling it to run the program ls, monitor reads to memory 

by the program during program execution and flip a random bit in the contents of the memory 

address 0x7ffff7df920e if a read to that address is encountered. The second command specifies 

a range of addresses instead of a particular address. A fault will be injected if a read to a 

memory address that is within the specified range is encountered. The third command allows 

the user to specify the exact bit to be toggled. The ninth bit (counting from the left) will be 

toggled in this case. Note that we start counting from 0 so ‘–injection 8’ flips the ninth bit and 

not the eighth bit. The fourth command means that the contents of the given memory address 

will be replaced with the value ‘a’. Running the tool with the –d option set to 1, allows us to 

run the program without injecting any faults. This is useful when performing DFA as we need 

a correct ciphertext to compare with the faulty ones. The sixth command allows us to pinpoint 

the exact moment in the execution of the program to inject the fault. A counter is used to keep 

track of the execution. The counter is increased each time an instruction is executed. It only 

injects the fault when the counter is greater than or equal to the number specified by the -

interval option. Just like in GalactusValgrind, the –e 1 option in the 7th command is used to 

evade checks by programs that are designed to detect fault injection.  

Notice that the only major difference between the GalactusValgrind commands and the 

GalactusPIN commands is the fact that we have to explicitly tell GalactusValgrind the address 
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range of the binary to use. This is because of the differences in the way the underlying 

frameworks (Valgrind and PIN) were designed.  

3.5.2 Installing GalactusPIN 

We start by downloading and installing PIN. To ease the installation process, we define 

PIN_ROOT. Please note that some of the commands may require sudo privileges. 

 

Download the source files for GalactusPIN and copy the top-level directory of GalactusPIN to 

/opt/pin-2.14-71313-gcc.4.4.7-linux/source/tools/. Navigate to the root folder of GalactusPIN. 

Open the 'makefile' and uncomment your CPU architecture version (ia32 or intel64). Now you 

are ready to compile the Tool. 

 

If your default gcc is too recent for PIN, you'll get an error such as: 

 

You can tell 'make' to use an older one provided that you installed it. If you do not have an 

older version installed, you need to install it first. We can for example use g++4.9. 

 

We can now install the tool using the command below. 
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As at the time of writing this, only compilers with a version number 4.xx (where x represents 

a number between 0 and 9) or below are allowed.  

Troubleshooting 

1. You may get the message "Attach to pid ---- failed" when you first run the 

tool. This error is caused by a Linux Security Module called Yama1. Yama prevents 

binary instrumentation by default. To permanently resolve this problem, you should 

edit the file /etc/sysctl.d/10-ptrace.conf and set the kernel.yama.ptrace_scope variable 

to 0. For the changes to take effect, type sudo service props restart. This 

turns off the security permanently. If you do not want to turn off the security 

permanently you can follow the steps outlined below to temporary disable it: 

• Press ctrl+C to quit the program.  

• Type sudo su and enter your password.  

• Type echo 0 > /proc/sys/kernel/yama/ptrace_scope and then press 

enter.  

• Type exit and then press enter to exit root user state. 

The program should now work correctly. Note that if you do not permanently turn off 

the security, the error will appear again whenever you reboot your computer. 

 

2. You may get the message “setarch:/opt/pin-2.14-71313-gcc.4.4.7-

linux/pin: No such file or directory” when you first run the tool. To 

resolve this error, follow the steps outlined below:  

• Navigate to /usr/local/bin and open the Galactus file.  

• Replace the line pin="setarch x86_64 -R $PIN_ROOT/pin" with 

pin="setarch x86_64 -R $PIN_ROOT/pin.sh". 

• Save and close the file.  

• Then type the command chmod a+x /usr/local/bin/Galactus again.  

The tool should execute normally now. 

                                                
1 https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/security/Yama.txt 
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3.6 Performing DFA attacks using GalactusValgrind and 

GalactusPIN 

The first step in mounting an attack is to determine where to inject the faults. We first run the 

white-box binary and collect its execution traces while it is executing. The memory addresses 

being accessed for read, write or instruction execution are recorded in the traces. We visualise 

the traces to enable us understand the kind of cipher being executed. We do this by counting 

the number of repetitive steps in the traces e.g. 16 rounds of repetitive steps will typically 

indicate that the cipher being executed is DES while 10 repetitive steps will lead us to conclude 

that AES-128 is being executed. Visualising the traces allows us to see the memory addresses 

being accessed during the execution of the cipher rounds, this allows us to pinpoint the range 

of addresses or the exact address in which to inject the fault. For DES we are mostly interested 

in the memory addresses being accessed during the execution of round 15 as this is where we 

want to inject our fault. For AES we target any memory address being accessed between the 

last two MixColumns operations. We refer to [4] for more information on how to collect and 

visualize execution traces. We will use the tools introduced in [4] for performing this step of 

the attack. TracerGrind and TracerPIN will be used for collecting the execution traces while 

TracerGraph will be used for visualising them. The tools are available on Github2. 

The second step is to inject the fault into the address or range of addresses we got from the first 

step. A python script was written to automate the process of injecting the faults. This python 

script allows us to specify the program name of the white-box implementation we want to inject 

faults into, the input plaintext to the white-box implementation, the fault injection mode, the 

memory address or the range of addresses we are targeting and the number of iterations we 

want. The python script then invokes our tool, injects the fault and writes the output of the 

white-box implementation to a file. It does this for the number of iterations we specified. The 

first iteration runs the white-box with the plaintext specified by the user without injecting any 

fault. Faults are injected in the subsequent executions. The nature of the injected fault depends 

on the fault injection mode chosen by the user. This process is fully automated and takes only 

                                                
2 https://github.com/SideChannelMarvels/Tracer 
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a couple of seconds or minutes to execute depending on the nature of the white-box 

implementation we are attacking. At the end of this step, an output file containing the correct 

ciphertext on the first line and faulty ciphertexts on the subsequent lines is generated.  

Once we have enough faulty ciphertexts we can now perform a DFA attack on the correct and 

faulty ciphertexts to recover the last round key. For the DFA attack on DES white-box 

implementations we wrote a C program that recovers the last round key by solving the equation 

described in section 2.4.1. It solves the equation multiple times, one for each fault. The 

candidate sub-keys obtained from solving the equation are ranked according to the number of 

times they satisfied the equation. The highest ranked candidates are selected as the correct sub-

keys. The final step of obtaining the main key from the round key is done by using the DES 

key scheduling reverser from the Stark project3. The DFA attack on AES white-box 

implementations is done using the JeanGrey tool4 written by Phil Teuwen. This tool solves the 

fault equation described in [15]. It recovers the 10th round key. The main key can be obtained 

from the 10th round key by using the AES key scheduling reverser from the Stark project. 

                                                
3 https://github.com/SideChannelMarvels/Stark 
4 https://github.com/SideChannelMarvels/JeanGrey 
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Chapter 4 Attacking Publicly Available White-box 

Challenges 

4.1 Introduction 

In this section we will present the results of DFA attacks we carried out using the 

GalactusValgrind and GalactusPIN tools that were introduced in the previous chapter. The 

attacks we present here are similar to the ones presented in [24]. However, the attacks in [24] 

use static fault injection. This means that the faults are injected directly into the binary before 

execution. Our faults are injected dynamically during program execution. Static fault injection 

is not ideal because it will fail if integrity checks are present in the program. Also, the attacks 

in [24] targeted only white-box AES implementations while we target both AES and DES 

white-box implementations. We will only be attacking white-box implementations in which 

the ciphertext can easily be observed. DFA works on the premise that the ciphertexts can be 

observed and analysed. Some white-box implementations have the look-up tables implemented 

in a separate file that is different from the program binary. We will not be attacking such 

implementations as the current version of the tools we built can only inject faults in the program 

binary. As explained earlier, we will use the tools available on the side channel marvels Github 

repository for obtaining and visualizing the traces. We refer to the tutorials on the side channel 

marvels repository5, published alongside [4] for more information on how to obtain and 

visualize the execution traces of these challenges. We will follow the instructions in the 

tutorials and use the tools published there to obtain the traces.  

                                                
5 https://github.com/SideChannelMarvels/Deadpool/wiki 
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4.2 DFA Attack Results 

4.2.1 The Wyseur Challenge (DES) 

This challenge was proposed by Brecht Wyseur in 2007. Two versions of the binary are 

available; a Windows version and a Linux version. The program takes an 8-byte plaintext as 

input and returns an 8-byte ciphertext. 

We will attack the Linux version of the Wyseur white-box challenge. As explained in section 

3.6, the first step of our attack is to find out the address (or the range of addresses) in which to 

inject the fault. We first execute the white-box implementation with a known plaintext to 

collect execution traces. We do this with the TracerGrind tool we mentioned earlier. Before we 

can run the white-box binary with TracerGrind, we first have to find out the address range of 

the binary. 

 

The objdump command in Linux is used to provide various information about an object file. 

The information provided about the wbDES object file is piped to the first grep command 

which searches for and prints the line where the word LOAD occurs in the information. The –

A1 option tells it to also print one more line after the matching line i.e., the next line after the 

line where LOAD is found is also printed. This information is then piped to the next grep 

command which searches for and prints the line where “r.x” occurs. The –B1 command tells it 

to also print the line immediately before the line where “r.x” occurs. 

We get the output: 

 

Armed with this information, we can now trace the binary  
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The command encrypts the plaintext 12 34 56 78 90 12 34 56 and produces the ciphertext 7f 

9e 0e 5b 1d e9 e1 b6. A file containing the execution traces is also created. The file is named 

wbDES.trace. To be able to visualize the traces with the TracerGraph tool we need to generate 

an SQL database from them. We do this by using the following command: 

 

This command creates a file named wbDES.sqlite in the same folder. We open the TraceGraph 

tool using the command: 

 

From the TraceGraph tool, click on File - > Open Database to open the wbDES.sqlite database 

we created earlier. We should now see a visual representation of the traces as depicted in figure 

4.1. The Y-axis represents the time (going from top to bottom) while the X-axis represents the 

address range. The instruction loads are represented in black while the memory reads and writes 

are represented in green and red respectively.  

 

                         Figure 4.1 Wyseur white-box DES binary trace graph 

At first it is not so evident what algorithm the cipher is executing but zooming in on the stack 

(on the far right) allows us to clearly see the 16 DES rounds.  We are only interested in round 

15 as this is where we want to inject faults. 
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               Figure 4.2 The DES 16 rounds in the Wyseur white-box implementation 

Zooming in further into the 15th round (counting from the top) allows us to see that 12 

consecutive addresses (0x00000000fe864e94 – 0x00000000fe864e9f) are being read from. 

This happens 24 times in a row. In the 24th read operation, in addition to reading from 

0x00000000fe864e94 – 0x00000000fe864e9f, the program also reads from 

0x00000000fe864ea0 – 0x00000000fe864eab. We can deduce from this that injecting a fault 

anywhere between the memory addresses 0x00000000fe864e94 – 0x00000000fe864eab will 

affect the execution of round 15 of the algorithm. Note that the addresses may be slightly 

different from what you get when you visualize the traces using the TraceGraph tool. The 

addresses change slightly with each execution but the idea behind the attack remains the same 

no matter what address is used. 

Figure 4.3 Zoomed in picture of the 15th round of the Wyseur white-box DES implementation 
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Our first attempt to inject faults in the aforementioned address ranges was not successful. We 

got an error message each time. We converted the traces generated by the TracerGrind tool into 

a human-readable text format using the TextTrace tool that comes with TracerGrind. 

 

Running the command above will result in the generation of a text file containing the traces. 

On closer inspection of the generated file we found out that the address ranges 

0x00000000fe864e94 – 0x00000000fe864eab were being used not just in round 15 but also in 

all the other rounds and even in other parts of the program. By blindly injecting faults into the 

aforementioned address ranges, we cannot guarantee that the faults will be injected in the 15th 

round. We have to devise a method to ensure that we are injecting only when the 15th round is 

being executed. We do this by using a counting mechanism. The TraceGraph tool has a time 

counter. This is basically a counter that increases when a new instruction is executed. Zooming 

into the 15th round and examining the time counter shows that the 15th round is executed 

within the time interval 110251-117899. Armed with this new information, we wrote a python 

script to automate the fault injection. The python script uses the GalactusValgrind program to 

trace the Wyseur Challenge binary, injecting faults and recording the output ciphertexts in a 

file. The first trace is done without injecting any fault using the command below. This means 

that the first line of the result file contains the correct output ciphertext.  

 

Faults are injected in the subsequent traces and the faulty ciphertexts are recorded in the result 

file. To make sure that the faults are injected in the 15th round we use an interval counter. 

Recall that the 15th round of the Wyseur DES challenge is between the time interval 110251 – 

117899. The program counts the number of instructions being executed and injects the first 

fault after 110250 instructions have been executed. The interval counter is increased after each 

injection. This means that the next fault will be injected after 110251 instructions have been 

executed.  
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We proceed in a similar manner until we have injected faults in the whole 15th round (a total 

of 7648 injections). A single fault is injected each time. The --filter option tells the program to 

flip a random bit in the values being read from any address that falls in between 0xf0000000 

and 0xffffffff. The --binaryfilter option specifies the range of binary to trace. It is used together 

with the --interval option for determining the interval in which to inject the fault. In this case, 

the Wyseur binary is traced between the addresses 0x8048000 and 0x08100000 and for each 

instruction encountered within this address range the interval counter is increased. 

 For most parts of the 15th round the ciphertexts produced after injecting a fault will be the 

same. Our script automatically removes consecutive duplicate ciphertexts i.e., identical 

ciphertexts that appear next to each other are removed. The remaining identical ciphertexts 

were manually removed. The number of ciphertexts was greatly reduced after the identical 

ciphertexts were removed. There were only about 145 unique ciphertexts remaining out of a 

total of 7648 generated from tracing the whole 15th round. We removed the duplicate 

ciphertexts because we wanted to know the minimum number of ciphertexts needed to attack 

the white-box implementation. If you are not interested in this information or you want to 

automate the whole attack process, then there is no need to remove the duplicate ciphertexts. 

The attack will still work even if they are not removed.  

Once we have the unique ciphertexts we can now use the Galactus round key recovery program 

to recover the 16th round key. This is a C program that recovers the round key by solving the 

equation described in section 2.4.1. Our initial attempt to recover the 16th round key using the 

all the unique ciphertexts was unsuccessful as we could not recover all the 6-bit chunks that 

make up the 16th round key. This may have been due to the fact that some of the faults were 

not correctly injected. Recall from the depiction in figure 2.6 that our main aim is to inject a 

fault that changes one S-box input of the 16th round and does not affect anything in the left-

hand side of the output of round 15. With this in mind, we modified our round key recovery 

program to check if the faults in the ciphertexts were correctly injected or not. We do this by 

reversing the final permutation of the correct ciphertext and the faulty ciphertexts. For each 

faulty ciphertext, we compare its right-hand side bits with those of the correct ciphertext. If 
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they differ by 4 or less we proceed with the key search and if not, we discard the faulty 

ciphertext. A well injected fault should only affect a few bits as possible on the right hand side 

of the round 16 output. This little change to our key recovery program allowed us to easily 

recover the 16th round key with as little as 38 ciphertexts. The rest of the ciphertexts that did 

not meet the outlined criteria were discarded by the program as they were not needed for the 

round key recovery. 

 

Figure 4.4 Round 16 key of the Wyseur challenge  

4.2.2 CHES 2016 White-box Challenge (AES) 

The 18th Conference on Cryptographic Hardware and Embedded Systems (CHES) was held in 

Santa Barbara, USA from the 17th to the 19th of August 2016. A Capture the Flag (CTF) 

competition was organised as part of this conference. Most of the challenges in this CTF were 

side channel power analysis challenges but one of the challenges was a white-box AES-128 

implementation with the C source code and Linux binary provided. The aim of the white-box 

challenge was to recover the encryption key of the white-box implementation. The white-box 

implementation was worth 100 points while the other side channel power analysis challenges 

were worth only 50 points for the first person to break them. This underscores the great 

importance which the organizers attached to the white-box challenge. 

The white-box challenge can be downloaded from the CHES 2016 CTF website6.  Clicking on 

the appropriate link on the website will download a tar archive file to your computer. To extract 

the contents of this file you can use the following command. 

 
                                                
6 http://ctf.newae.com/flags/ 
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The source files can be recompiled by using the provided make file. The white-box 

implementation takes a 128-bit input and outputs a 128-bit ciphertext. You can test the program 

using the command below. 

 
 
Just like we did with the Wyseur challenge, we will start by obtaining and visualizing execution 

traces of the binary. 

 

A file named wb_challenge.db containing the execution traces is created after the command is 

run. To obtain a human-readable version of the traces we can use the command below. 

 
 
We can now visualize the traces by using the TraceGraph tool. We open the TraceGraph tool 

using the command: 

 

From the TraceGraph tool, click on File - > Open Database to open the wb_challenge.db 

database we created earlier. We should now see a visual representation of the traces as depicted 

in figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 CHES 2016 white-box challenge binary trace graph 

Zooming into the different parts of the trace graph did not reveal any clear pattern that could 

allow us to identify the 10 AES rounds. A good guess would be that the lookup tables are 

distinct from each other. It could be that the instructions are unrolled and not reused. If 

computing the rounds involves reading from a distinct lookup table each time, then the location 

of the 10 rounds will not be too obvious. What we can see though is the diagonal green line in 

the middle of the trace graph. A good guess would be that the memory reads from the lookup 

tables during the computation of the AES rounds are indicated by this line. We will focus our 

attack on this distinct green line.  

We divided the line into 10 approximately equal parts. The 10th part was made a little bit 

shorter because the AES 10th round is always shorter given that the MixColumns operation is 

not performed in the 10th round. Using the TraceGraph tool we can view the time interval in 

which the green line occurs. It occurs between the time interval 12091 – 40250. We guessed 

that the 9th round (which we want to target) would be somewhere in between the time interval 

39350 and 40000. The next step is to determine the memory addresses being read from when 

the AES rounds are being computed. This can be done by clicking at different points on the 

green line and looking at the information for each instruction. A quick examination shows that 

an address range of 0x6dd060 – 0x75dc50 is being read from.  
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Figure 4.6 Memory reads of the look-up tables in the CHES 2016 challenge 

We wrote a python script to automate the fault injection. The python script uses the 

GalactusPIN program to trace the CHES 2016 Challenge binary, injecting faults and recording 

the output ciphertexts in a file. The first trace is done without injecting any fault using the 

command below.  

 

Faults are injected in the subsequent traces and the faulty ciphertexts are recorded in the result 

file. To make sure that the faults are injected in the 9th round we use an interval counter that 

starts counting from 40000 and decreases by 1 with each subsequent injection. Recall that we 

estimated that the 9th round of the CHES 2016 challenge is between the time interval 39350 – 

40000.  

 

We proceed in a similar manner until we have injected faults in the whole targeted interval (a 

total of 650 injections). The number of injections can be even further brought down by injecting 

in the targeted interval and taking note of which parts produce ciphertexts with good fault 

patterns. Subsequent injections can then specifically target only these areas. A single fault is 
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injected each time. The –injection 7 option tells the program to flip the value of the 8th bit 

(counting from the left) in the values being read from any address that falls in between 

0x6dd060 and 0x75dc50.  

Just like with the Wyseur challenge, most of the ciphertexts produced after injecting a fault 

were the same. Our script automatically removes consecutive duplicate ciphertexts i.e., 

identical ciphertexts that appear next to each other are removed.  

Once we have the unique ciphertexts we can now use the JeanGrey tool mentioned earlier to 

recover the last round key.  The JeanGrey tool is written in Python and performs the DFA 

described in [15]. The program is able to recognize and discard ciphertexts that do not have the 

correct fault pattern. Recall from section 2.4.2 that a single fault injected in the first byte of the 

first column before the MixColumns operation of the 9th round will affect exactly 4 bytes (in 

positions 0, 7, 10 and 13) in the output. Thus if more than 4 bytes or less than 4 bytes of the 

ciphertext are affected by the fault then the ciphertext can immediately be discarded. If exactly 

4 bytes are affected by the fault, then the ciphertext can probably be exploited but it is still not 

guaranteed to be exploitable. This can be explained by the fact that faults injected in the second, 

third and fourth bytes of the first column will still produce identical patterns in the ciphertext 

i.e., the bytes in positions 0, 7, 10 and 13 will be affected in all these cases. The JeanGrey tool 

tests for all the four hypotheses to determine which byte of the column the fault was injected 

into [24]. 

We modified the JeanGrey tool a little to record the number of ciphertexts with good fault 

patterns and save them in a different file. We were able to recover the final round key by 

running the JeanGrey tool on the 650 ciphertexts we got from the fault injection. Only 102 of 

the 650 ciphertexts had acceptable fault patterns. Recording these 102 ciphertexts in a different 

file and analysing them showed that some of them were duplicates. Removing the duplicates 

resulted in the last round key being recovered with as little as 83 faulty ciphertexts. Removing 

the duplicates helped us to know the minimum number of ciphertexts needed to attack the 

white-box implementation. This step is not mandatory. The attack still works even if the 

duplicates are not removed.  
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Figure 4.7 Last round key of the CHES 2016 challenge 

Once we have the last round key we can roll back to the main key using the Stark tool we 

mentioned earlier. The tool accepts as input an AES round key and then prints all the other 

round keys. For AES, the first round key is the main key.  

 

Figure 4.8 AES key of the CHES 2016 challenge 

4.2.3 The WhibOx Contest – CTF CHES 2017 

The 2017 Conference on Cryptographic Hardware and Embedded Systems (CHES) is 

scheduled to take place from the 25th to the 28th of September 2017 in Taipei, Taiwan. A 

white-box cryptography competition was organized as part of the conference. Developers were 

invited to submit challenges that are white-box implementations of AES-128. Attackers were 

invited to attack the submitted challenges and recover the encryption key. Attackers collect 

‘banana points’ by breaking the submitted challenges while the developers collect ‘strawberry 

points’ as long as their submitted challenge remains unbroken. 

We decided to try our hands on challenge number 34. This challenge is named 

‘determined_goldwasser’. The first step is to download the source code of the challenge from 

the website of the CHES 2017 CTF7.  The source code has a size of 21 MB and contains 334507 

lines of code. After downloading the challenge, you can compile it by using the command 

below. 

                                                
7 https://run.whibox.cr.yp.to:5443/ 
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Just like we did with the other challenges we will start by collecting and visualizing the 

execution traces of the program binary. 

 

A file named 34.db containing the execution traces is created after the command is run. To 

obtain a human-readable version of the traces we can use the command below. 

 

We can now visualize the traces by using the TraceGraph tool. We open the TraceGraph tool 

using the command: 

 

From the TraceGraph tool, click on File - > Open Database to open the 34.db database we 

created earlier. We should now see a visual representation of the traces as depicted in figure 

4.9. 

The database is very large in size and introduces a performance lag in the TraceGraph tool. 

More than 34 million instructions are executed during the execution of the program. The graph 

clearly shows the 10 AES rounds on the left. Zooming into the 9th round shows that it is 

executed approximately between the time intervals 29000000 and 32000000. Clicking on it 

showed that the addresses being read from are between 0x896000 and 0x8cffff.  However, 

when we tried to inject faults into this address range we mostly got errors. We therefore decided 

to target the diagonal line to the right of the rounds. Between the time interval 29000000 and 

32000000 the addresses being read (in the diagonal line) are approximately in the range 

0x1200000 and 0x14fffff. Using this new address range we wrote a python script to automate 

the injection process. The python script uses GalactusPIN to trace the binary and inject faults 

at the specified time interval. The first iteration is done without injecting any faults using the 

command below. 
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Figure 4.9 Binary trace graph of the 34th challenge of the CHES 2017 white-box challenge  

Faults are injected in the subsequent iterations and the time interval is increased by 1000 each 

time.  

 

Most of the ciphertexts were duplicates. Our tool automatically removed duplicates that 

appeared next to each other. Of the 3800 iterations we ran, only about 717 were not discarded 

by our tool. Once we have the ciphertexts we can now proceed to the next step of recovering 

the last round key. We will use the JeanGrey tool for this.   

 
Figure 4.10 Last round key of the 34th challenge of the CHES 2017 white-box challenge 
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Surprisingly, of the 717 recorded ciphertexts we had, only 9 of them were needed to accurately 

recover the last round key. Rolling back to the main key from the last round key was easily 

done using the Stark tool. Given an intermediate or last round AES key, this tool prints all the 

round keys. For AES the main key is the same as the first round key. 

 
Figure 4.11 AES key of the 34th challenge of the CHES 2017 white-box challenge 

After entering the recovered key in the website of the competition we were presented with this 

nice picture below. The challenge was already broken by other participants so it wasn’t worth 

any points. 

 
Figure 4.12 Screenshot of the success page presented after a successful key recovery  
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Chapter 5 Discussion, Future Work and 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, we discuss the contributions of the thesis as well as the limitations of the current 

work. The effects of the chosen injection mode on the speed with which the white-box 

implementation is broken is also examined. Furthermore, we propose a few countermeasures 

against DFA attacks. We suggest some future areas of research that can build upon the work 

done in this thesis.  The chapter ends with concluding remarks that bring the thesis to a 

conclusion.   

5.1 Discussion 

5.1.1 Choice of Injection Mode Employed by the Attacker 

Most fault injection tools work by flipping a random bit in the data that needs to be faulted. 

While building our fault injection tools, we decided to explore other injection modes and 

investigate what effects they will have on the ease with which the white-box implementation 

is broken. In addition to flipping a random bit, we introduced two other modes. The first mode 

allows the attacker to specify the particular bit to be flipped while the second allows the attacker 

to replace the entire contents of the given memory location with predetermined data.  

Practical experiments that involved using our tools to attack different white-box 

implementations showed that giving the attacker the ability to specify which bit to flip resulted 

in less crashes and thus in faster attacks. Let us take the Wyseur challenge as an example. Using 

the default configurations of the python script and setting the injection mode to –data (i.e., 

allowing the attacker to replace the contents of the memory address) almost always resulted in 

a segmentation fault error. Testing with different choices of data input does not stop the error.  
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Flipping a random bit in the contents of the memory address resulted in segmentation fault 

errors about half of the time. Allowing the user to choose the bit to be flipped did not give any 

errors when the bit flipped is between 0 and 3. Choosing a bit above 3 almost always resulted 

in errors. Using the random bit option flips a random bit between 0 and 7 each time. This will 

result in an error whenever the random bit chosen is not between 0 and 3. This explains why 

the random bit option resulted in errors in about half of the time. The best results were gotten 

by setting the bit to be flipped to a number between 0 and 3. This resulted in almost no program 

crashes and thus a faster attack. We however, do not believe that this makes the –data option 

useless. The fact that it did not prove to be useful in attacking the Wyseur challenge does not 

mean that it can not be useful in other challenges. There are certain situations in which the 

attacker wants to have control over what is injected. The -data option may come in handy in 

such situations. Furthermore, by controlling the fault being injected we can better understand 

what is going on in the cipher.  

5.1.2 Possible Countermeasures against DFA Attacks 

A very important countermeasure against DFA attacks is to use external encodings. External 

encodings hide the relationship between the fault injected and the ciphertext thus preventing 

us from building a fault model and recovering the key. In practice, implementing external 

encodings is a tedious task. This is because the entity consuming the ciphertext has to be aware 

of the encoding used by the white-box implementation. This can be difficult to achieve 

especially if the devices or software components are made by different companies.  

The DFA attacks described in this thesis mostly rely on first finding good spots to inject the 

faults in. The particular round we are targeting may be found by visualizing the traces, 

subsequent fault injections are done in that particular area of memory. Mixing the round 

executions with some other random computations will make it difficult for the attacker to find 

where to attack. Interspersing the round executions with random computations ensures that the 

trace graph will look different with each execution. This ensures that the attacker can not 

automate the attack. The attacker is then either forced to reverse engineer the binary to find and 

disable the random source or to randomly inject in all parts of the binary during each execution 

(This will likely result in the program crashing).  
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Another possible countermeasure is introducing redundancy in the execution of the white-box 

implementation. Every computation is done two or more times and the outputs compared 

against each other. If the outputs differ, the program outputs an error message instead of the 

incorrect output. This however, introduces an overhead in memory usage and execution time. 

5.1.3 Contributions of this Thesis 

The major contributions of this thesis are the software tools developed for dynamic fault 

injection and the program developed for analysing the faulty ciphertexts to recover the key. 

These tools which are released under an open-source licence can be used by designers of white-

box implementations to test if their implementations are susceptible to DFA attacks.  The tools 

may also be useful for anyone researching DFA attacks. A researcher could for example use 

the tools to test injecting faults into other parts of the ciphers other than the ones described in 

literature. Using the tools, theoretical conjectures can easily be tested in practice and the results 

examined to see if they are valid. The attacks presented in section 4.2 can also serve as a starting 

point for students and professionals looking to explore the field of DFA attacks. 

5.1.4 Limitations of the Current Work 

The tools in their current version are unable to inject faults into white-box implementations 

that have the lookup tables implemented in a separate file. We hope to rectify this in a future 

release. TracerGrind already has the option of specifying which external library to trace. A 

possible approach would be to look into how this option was implemented and see whether it 

can be modified and adapted to GalactusValgrind to allow us to tell the program to trace 

external lookup tables as well.  

 Another limitation of our work is the heavy dependence of our attacks on the TracerGraph tool 

for visualizing the execution traces to pinpoint where to inject the faults. While attacking some 

of the white-box AES implementations in the CHES 2017 white-box challenge, we discovered 

that the TracerGraph tool crashes if it is used with very large files.  Some of the challenges 

contain over a hundred million instructions and caused TracerGraph tool to crash. A better 
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option would be to come up with a way of determining the range of addresses and time interval 

to target without needing to first visualize the execution traces. 

5.2 Future Work 

Not much research has been done on countermeasures against DFA attacks. Aside from using 

external encodings, all other countermeasures only increase the difficulty of mounting the 

attacks but do not entirely prevent the attacks from being successful. Possible areas of future 

work may be to investigate new countermeasures that will enable white-box implementations 

withstand DFA attacks.  

Another interesting research direction would be to investigate the possibility of mounting 

successful DFA attacks even when external encodings are used. It will be interesting to see if 

the encodings can be removed by injecting faults at particular points in the program execution. 

All the attacks we described in this thesis were done by giving a range of addresses to the tool 

and by increasing the time interval with each execution. We could have as well chosen just one 

good spot and tried different types of injections on it instead of increasing the time interval 

each time. It will be interesting to investigate whether trying different types of injection modes 

on one good spot (or maybe varying the bit to flipped each time) will lead to a reduction in the 

time or number of ciphertexts it takes to break the white-box implementation. 

We did not consider higher-order attacks in this thesis. A possible future direction would be to 

mount higher-order DFA attacks using the tools. We believe that the fault injection tools are 

suitable for this type of attack. The analysis tool however, may need to be modified before they 

can be used for higher-order attacks. Extending the analysis tool to support higher-order attacks 

is left for future work.  
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5.3 Conclusion 

This thesis introduced software tools for dynamically injecting faults into white-box 

cryptographic implementations at run-time and analysing the faults to recover the encryption 

key. These tools were used to demonstrate practical DFA attacks against white-box challenges. 

The attacks presented in this thesis and the ease with which the encryption keys were recovered 

underscore the need for designers of white-box implementations to take such attacks into 

account during the design process and implement appropriate countermeasures.     
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